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NASA Astrophysics 
in the Next Three Decades*

• Are we alone?

• How did we get here?

• How does the Universe work?

*Enduring Quests, Daring Visions:  NASA Astrophysics in the Next Three Decades, 2013 





“Innumerable suns exist; innumerable earths revolve 
around these suns in a manner similar to the way the seven 
planets revolve around our sun. Living beings inhabit these 
worlds.”

Giordano Bruno, 1548-1600





An ancient question:  How rare is the Earth?
What fraction of stars in our galaxy harbor potentially 
habitable, earth-size planets?





Courtesy:  G. Marcy



SPACECRAFT & INSTRUMENT

Largest focal plane for a NASA flight mission: 
94.6 million science pixels

42 science CCDs, 2 channels each

4 fine guidance sensor (FGS) CCDs

CCDs controlled at -85C, Readout electronics 
at room temperature



Kepler’s stars



Kepler Launched March 6, 2009
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KEPLER MISSION DATA FLOW
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Calibrated Light Curves
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Deep Space Network
Canberra/Madrid/Goldstone

Science Operations Center
NASA A.R.C.

Moffett Field, CA

& PLANETS!

Mission Operations Center
LASP

Boulder, CO

Space Telescope Science 
Institute, Baltimore, MD



Continuously Monitor >150,000 Stars

Use a 1 m Schmidt telescope with a FOV >100 deg2 

DGK
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Transit Photometry









Locations of Kepler Planet 
Candidates
Total Count– >4,500





Summary Counts

All Exoplanets 3725

Confirmed Planets Discovered by Kepler 2327

Kepler Project Candidates Yet to be Confirmed 2244

Confirmed Planets Discovered by K2 292

K2 Candidates Yet To Be Confirmed 480

Candidates and Confirmed in the Habitable Zone
(180K < Equilibrium (T) < 310K; or
(0.25 < Insolation (Earth Flux) < 2.2)

290

















Science Fiction Becomes Reality

Tatooine sparked the imagination 
of a planet orbiting two stars, 
something George Lucas 
imagined over 35 years ago.

Today, Kepler-16b 
“confirms science fiction.” 

How the sky might look IF standing on Kepler-16b 
were possible. Creative license taken to illustrate 
the reality of George’s vision long, long ago.

Kepler-16b; Size = 8.4 R

Orbitial Period = 228.8 days

Density = 0.964 gr/cc

Teq = -88 C = -126 F





ChallengesCHALLENGES





TRAPPIST-1: 
The best exoplanet system yet discovered

M8-9 star, 
only 40 LY away

7 Earth-sized planets

3 in the habitable zone



TRAPPIST-1: Observed by K2 in Aqr



TRAPPIST-1: Planet line-up



How many planets has Kepler/K2 
discovered? 

• Candidate exoplanets:  2244
• Confirmed Exoplanets: 2327
• Confirmed exoplanets, <2.0Re, in habitable zone: 30

• K2 Mission:
• Candidate exoplanets: 480
• Confirmed exoplanets: 292



Spitzer

Kepler / K2

JWST2

TESSMissions

Gaia

PLATO

CHEOPS

NASA
Missions

ESA/European
Missions

1 NASA/ESA Partnership
2 NASA/ESA/CSA Partnership
3 CNES/ESA

Hubble1

CoRoT3

Large Binocular 
Telescope Interferometer NN-EXPLORE

WFIRST

Habitable Exoplanet Imager

LUVOIR

New 
Worlds
Telescope

W. M. Keck Observatory

Ground Telescopes with NASA participation



NASA’s TESS Mission



Kepler Search Space:
3000 light-years
0.25% of the sky

TESS Search Space:
200 light-years
All-sky







Non-Kepler
Kepler/K2
TESS (expected)

slide courtesy Zach Berta-Thompson





The Dark Side of the Moon
Pink Floyd/Capitol Records

Light from Star



Earth’s Spectral Fingerprints are Unique

Credit:  Sky & Telescope 10/2015; reproduced from Robinson & Meadows 

Vegetation





Large Space Telescope Required



We propose a modular, self-assembling architecture 
enabling the construction of 30+ m diameter, 
reflective, space telescopes with active optics.

Dmitry Savransky, Cornell University

NIAC 2018 Phase I



Finding ET:  David Curtis



September 25, 2060



An ancient question:  How rare is the Earth?
What fraction of stars in our galaxy harbor potentially 

habitable, earth-size planets?

*

*ExoPAG SAG13:  Exoplanet Occurrence Rates and Distributions
06/18/2017



There is perhaps no better demonstration of the folly of human conceits 
than this distant image of our tiny world. To me, it underscores our 
responsibility to deal more kindly with one another, and to preserve and 
cherish the pale blue dot, the only home we've ever known - C. Sagan





"I think we're going to have strong 

indications of life beyond Earth within 

a decade and definitive evidence 

within 20 to 30 years"         

Former NASA chief scientist Ellen Stofan 

































Enduring Quests

• Probe the exponential early growth of the universe, when quantum 
fluctuations grew into the early seeds for large-scale structure

• Probe the origin and ultimate fate of the universe, and determine 
the forms of matter and energy that govern it, by mapping the 
growth of cosmic structure through its history

• Directly chart the warped space around black holes by detecting the 
ripples of space-time produced when they merge

• Unveil the chaotic flows of superheated gas swirling around black 
holes that fuel the most powerful engines in the universe

• Use telescopes as time machines to map the full history of galaxy 
formation and assembly, from the birth of the first stars through the 
turbulent epoch of rapid growth to the galaxies we see today

• Make star-by-star maps of nearby galaxies across the full range of 
observed galaxy types to decode their histories and understand 
how and when they acquired their present-day forms



Enduring Quests (continued)

• Characterize the evolution of planetary systems like our 
solar system by understanding the nature of newborn stars, 
the process of planet formation around them, and the 
crucial transport of water to inner planets

• Complete the reconnaissance of planets and planetary 
systems, including gas giants, rocky planets like Earth and 
Mars, ocean-covered water worlds, planets close to and far 
from their parent stars, and even free-floating planets that 
have been ejected to interstellar space by gravitational 
interactions with their siblings

• Directly image the planets around nearby stars and search 
their atmospheres for signs of habitability, and perhaps 
even life















Characterize rocky planet atmospheres 
with JWST

Scheduled to launch 
in Oct. 2018



82

K2 moves science from 

Exoplanet Discovery to 

Exoplanet Characterization



Measuring Exoplanet Atmospheres












